
SUPER SWIMMER 
RULES & REGULATIONS

The purpose of the “Super Swimmer” is to allow children
aged 10 to 13 to be able to swim unsupervised. 

We recognise that there are children in this age range who
are capable swimmers and should not require an adult to

be present in the pool to supervise them. However, there are a
number of guidelines as to how this privilege should be enjoyed.

1. Children must be aged 10 and above.

2. Parents must be ‘on site’ whilst children are in the pool and must not be left 
unattended in the building.

3. Swimmers must ‘check in’ at reception.

4. Super swimmer cards must be presented to the lifeguards on arrival 
and collected on departure. If you do not have your card with you, you will not be 
allowed use of the pool unless your parent or guardian is with you.

5. Bad behaviour will not be tolerated. Behaviour such as shouting, ignoring the 
lifeguard/teachers, diving, fighting etc will result in a warning, with a corner of your 
card being cut off. Once all corners are removed you will not be allowed to enjoy this 
privilege.

6. Please be respectful and considerate to other pool users.

7. Although we endeavour to have a lifeguard on duty at all times, there will be no 
admission if there is no lifeguard on duty.

8. Groups will be limited to a maximum of 4 children at any one time.

9. Children must not swim in the adult lane.

10. Correct swimwear must be worn at all times.

11. No food or drink except water in clear plastic bottles may be consumed on poolside.

12. The sauna and spa are not to be used by children under 14 years old.

13. Super Swimmers should be aware of, and adhere to, the Pool usage rules which are 
posted in each set of changing rooms.


